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ABSTRACT 
The diffuse' interstellar medium .inv.entory of organic material (pendleton et aL 
1994, Peodleton & AJlamandola.2002) was likely incozporated into the 
molecular cloud in which the soJarnebula condensed. This provided the 
feedstock for the fOJ1lljition b[)he &U\, major plar),ets, and 
the smaller icy b:odies in the1'egion outside Neptune's orbit (transneptunian 
objects, Or INOs). Salum's satellites Phoebe, Iapetus, add HyperiOD open a 
window to the composition of one class ofINO as revealed by 
the near-infrared mapping spectromet~ (VIMS) on the Cas~in.i spacecraft at 
Saturn. Phoebe (mean dianie~er ~13 km) is a form!!! !NO now orbiting Saturn. 
VI;MS spectral maps of Phoebe's surface reveal a complex organic spectral 
signature consisting of prominent aromatic (elI) and aliphatic hydrocarbon 
(CH" CH,) ab~rption bands (J.2-3.61'iD), Phoebe is the source of a 
huge debris ring encircling Saturn, and fi:om which particles (-5-20 lUll size) 
spiral inward toward Saturn. They encounter Iapetus and Hyperion where they 
mix with and blanket the native H20 ice of those two bodies. Quantitative 
·analysis of the hydrocarbon bands on Iapetus demonstrates that aromatic 
CH is -I 0 times as abundant as aliphatio CH,+CH" significantly exceeding 
the stren'gtb of the aromatic signature in interplanetary dust particles, comet 
particles, and in carbonaceous m~teoritcs (Cruikshank et al. 2013). A similar 
excess of ~omatics overaliphatics is seen in the qualitative analysis of 
H;:perion and Phoebe itself (Daile Ore et aI. 2012). The Iapetus aliphatic 
hydrocarbons show CH,ICIh -4, which is larger than the value found in 
the diffuse iSM ("';2-2.5). Insgfar''IS Phgebe is • primitive body that formed 
,in the outer regions of the solar nebula and has preserved some of the original 
nebula inventory,. -it can be key to understanding the content and degree of 
processing of that nebular material. There are other Phoebe-like 'lNOs that 
are presently beyond our ability to study in the organic' spectral region, but 
JWST will open that possibility for a. ntunber of objects. We now need to 
explore and understand the connection of-this organic-beariQg Solar System 
material to the solar nebula and, the inventory of ISM materials incorporated 
therein. 
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